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“Providing a high quality service
and integrating finished structures
into the environment”
The commitments and values of RAZEL-BEC drive us
to develop a high-quality service and to carry out our
projects while protecting the environment, working in a
responsible and sustainable manner in synergy with our
customers and partners.
Protecting employees on work sites is an absolute priority. We are investing in occupational training in order to
support our employees in their career development and
help them adapt to changes in their professions.
In 2014, the company carried out its first CSR audit. Its
results must serve to drive us to improve our performances. The audit enabled us to consolidate actions
already deployed or initiated, but also to identify areas
for improvement, in order to reinforce our sustainable
development policy and our ethical charter.
As such, further initiatives will be deployed in 2015 and
2016.
Our objectives are to continually improve our performances, to develop innovation for the benefit of our projects and the environment, and to work in synergy with
all parties concerned by our projects so as to further
consolidate our social and environmental responsibility.

Jérôme Perrin
Managing Director of RAZEL-BEC
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Key figures

THE COMPANY
With a turnover of more than ¤795 million and a 50%
increase in consolidated net income in 2014, the Group
performed well, particularly in the light of the current
economic climate and the difficulties facing the public
construction works sector.
Despite the economic context, several highlights had
positive impacts on the company during the year and have
consolidated RAZEL-BEC as a major player in the public
construction works sector.
The completion and commissioning of the A150 motorway
at the beginning of 2015 validate the success of the
Group’s development policy through global contracts and
concession agreements.
The drilling of the Fréjus tunnel in Italy – Europe’s longest
road tunnel measuring 13 kilometres – bears witness to
the company’s capacity to fulfil major European projects,
while also managing major international projects.
In 2014, our export business accounted for 35% of
turnover. In 2015, RAZEL-BEC will pursue its efforts to
further develop its international growth.
Above all, RAZEL-BEC also represents a set of
fundamental values: the values of the men and women
that are the very life-force of the company, and whose
skills and expertise are its greatest asset.
Career development and training are inherent to our
objective of ensuring optimum safety conditions for every
employee in the performance of their missions.
Improving safety is therefore one of the key objectives set
by the management team for 2015.
With this in mind, we look forward to the coming year
with confidence.
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• 5,804 employees in France and abroad
• 4 Major Projects departments
• 4 offices in the north of France
• 9 offices in the south of France
• 10 subsidiaires in France
• 12 international subsidiaires
• 9 branches

Our values
Ambition
Ambition lies at the heart of improvement and innovation.
Along with audacity, courage and realism, it enables us to
meet every challenge.

Trust and Loyalty
Trust creates team spirit and a sense of togetherness.
Loyalty, high ethical standards and respect for the
diversity of people are what enable us build long-term
relationships with all those involved in our projects.

Professionalism
Our professionalism, which is crucial to the fulfilment of
our commitments, stems from our expertise, our knowhow, our ongoing technical improvement, our vocational
training programmes and our internal promotion policy.

A result-driven culture
Ensuring safety at work, offering high-quality products
while respecting costs and deadlines and guaranteeing
the long-term profitability and viability of our company
are the cornerstones of our culture, reflecting our will to
achieve results for the benefit of our teams, customers
and partners.

Our ethical code
Our reputation and expertise are valuable assets,
which RAZEL-BEC will not compromise under any
circumstances.
In addition to these core values, RAZEL-BEC scrupulously
ensures that its operations are conducted in strict
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, in
France and abroad. The respect of our ethical code and
core values by all employees is an integral part of RAZELBEC’s corporate culture.

Boring the emergency evacuation corridor in the Frejus tunnel in Italy.
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Razel-Bec operates in France and abroad, providing its expertise in project management,
and the design and performance of construction works in the following fields:
• civil engineering;
• tunnelling;
• earthworks;
• dams;
• urban planning and landscaping;
• roads;
• maritime and inland waterway works;
• sanitation, water engineering, pressurised and gravity-driven water networks;
• waterproofing works;
• special projects;
• industrial facilities;
• quarry operating and materials recycling;
• de-pollution;
• asbestos-removal,
• dismantling operations.
For urban, road, motorway, rail, airport, hydraulic, maritime, waterway, industrial and
nuclear infrastructures.
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POLICY
AND ORGANISATION
The RAZEL-BEC Group develops, maintains and optimises an integrated
management system in line with its values and commitments.
Our aim is to optimise our organisational structures in order to achieve
our objectives in terms of risk prevention and to increase our customers’
satisfaction while protecting the environment. For greater efficiency, our
management system is deployed in an adapted manner. The vast majority
of our operational work units are certified or engaged in a certification
process.

Fabrice Michel
Sustainable Development and Cross-Functional
Organisations Department Director.

In 2014:
Because RAZEL-BEC
believes sustainable
development is a source of
growth for our operations,
the company has created a
Sustainable Development
and Cross-Functional
Organisation Department
(3D/OT) devoted to these
issues. The department
groups together all the
operations related to
professions involving the
management of materials
and environmental issues.

89% of our operations are ISO 9001 certified or equivalent (EC
marking, etc.)

50% of our operations are ISO 14001 certified or equivalent (UNICEM
[French national union for quarry and construction industries]) career
guidelines, Certiphyto for Lachaux Paysage, etc.)
76% of our operations are OHSAS 18001 and/or MASE (French
Company safety improvement manual) certified.
Objective: Obtain ISO 14001 certification by end 2015 for 100% of
operations in the Southern France Regions.
In Africa, the objective is to obtain ISO 9001 certification for the
facilities in Equatorial Guinea and the Ivory Coast by the end of 2015.
100% 100% 100%

100% 100% 100%

99%

99%

100%
91%

100%

91%

69%
64%

59%

59%
52%

46%

<1% <1%
Civil and Structural
Engineering
Division

Linear
Infrastructures
Division

International
Major Projects
Division

International
Africa
Division

The variations are linked to developments in the organisation and turnover. In
2014,all certifications were maintained, or even extended.
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<1%
Northern
Region
Division

ISO 9001
or equivalent

Southern
Region
Division

ISO 14001
or equivalent

Sustainable Development and Transverse
Projects Division

OHSAS 18001
or equivalent

RAZEL-BEC AND PEOPLE
Safety Priority
Preserving the physical and mental health of our employees, and all the
people who intervene on our worksites (including temporary workers
and sub-contractors) is a key priority for RAZEL-BEC.
Risk prevention is a constant concern, and a priority focus for improvement
in the company.
A pro-active «Health and Safety» policy has been deployed over the last
few years in order to reduce the number of occupational accidents and
to develop a risk-prevention culture.
Key actions have been implemented to improve and reinforce the safety
culture in the company, such as starting each internal or external
meeting with a safety briefing, conducting weekly «15-minute Safety»
sessions, reporting potentially unsafe situations observed, developing the
management’s risk prevention skills through training (in conjunction with
the OPPBTP [French Professional Organisation for Risk Prevention in the
Public Construction Industry]), or promoting bonus-penalty schemes and
innovations, to mention just a few of the main initiatives.
After significant improvements between 2012 and 2013, the number
of accidents rose in the 2014 fiscal year. This has driven the General
Management to further consolidate its message and action plan to
achieve the objectives set.
The creation of occupational safety days in each operational unit should
contribute to consolidating the safety culture.

21,1

17,2

12,7

2012

2013

2014

TF1 Razel-Bec France,
excluding international

The aim is to invert the curve and target « zero accidents » and « zero
occupational illnesses ».

2014 initiatives continued in 2015
•Deployment of a plan for combating addictions: the labour-relations
partners, the OHS Committee, the occupation doctor and the Work
inspection authority are involved in this initiative.
•Training and awareness-raising programmes: in 2015, almost €1 million
will be invested in mandatory training courses, the weekly 15-minute
safety sessions and the annual safety days.
The MASE and OHSAS 18001 certifications provide a means of
giving structure to our risk prevention initiatives. A total of 94% of
our operations in France and 33% of our international operations
are OHSAS 18001 and/or MASE certified.
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The network of health,
safety, environment
and quality coordinators
The Health, Safety, Environment and Quality Coordinators are divided among the offices and major worksites.
They are in charge of coordinating the occupational risk
prevention initiatives on the ground.
They ensure rules are complied with on worksites and
also advise and inform site operators.
They are also trainers (first aid, gestures and posture,
fire, etc.).
They manage relations with organisations such as the
Work Inspection Authority, the National Insurance Office
and the OPPBTP

RAZEL-BEC - OPPBTP, First
“Large company framework agreement”
In 2013, within the framework of its Zero Accident policy,
RAZEL-BEC signed the first «large company framework
agreement» with the OPPBTP (Organisme Professionnel de Prévention du Bâtiment et des Travaux Publics
[French Professional Organisation for Risk Prevention in
the Public Construction Industry]).
The aim of this agreement is to jointly promote the improvement of occupational health and safety and risk prevention in the company, notably through the development of
a long-term risk prevention culture.
This agreement reinforces RAZEL-BEC’s General Management policy in terms of health and safety.
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Philippe Maygnand and Daniel Soldini,
Safety Health Environment Quality Director.

Testimony from Mr. Philippe Maygnand, Director
in charge of Large Companies at OPPBTP
«Following the signature of our agreement
in 2013, all the management were trained. In
2014, we were able to draw on the feedback of
the people trained in order to jointly develop a
level-2 module.
At the same time, we jointly drafted an « Underground Works » guidebook for operators, which
will be available shortly. This should improve the
consideration and awareness of worksite-related risks ».

EMPLOYMENT
With the development of its export operations, RAZELBEC accelerated its international Human resources recruitment in 2014. One of the company’s major assets is
that its staff includes many European, Asian and African
expatriates. These employees work in all the different
countries in which RAZEL-BEC is located. A significant
increase in our international staff is planned in the coming
years.
Work organisation
The average weekly working time is 35 hours.
The absenteeism rate in 2014 was 2.33% (excluding absences of 90 days or more)
As regards employment, the company hired 167 new staff
in France in 2014.
The gross annual payroll is: €87,717,640.
The payroll for the perimeter decreased by 3.5% from
the previous year, mainly due to the fact that in the last

Young Managers’ Convention
Recently-recruited young managers all came together for
the traditional «Young Managers’ Convention» organised
by the Human Resources Department.
Launched in 2006, this convention develops the sense of
belonging to the RAZEL-BEC Group, and brings young
managers together to help them develop their own
network within the company. In 2014, Razel-Bec opened
the convention to regional and site managers in Africa.
During the two-day event, the managers have the oppor-

HR team photo

quarter of the period, teams started to come to the end
of their contracts (project contracts) on major worksites
for the SEA (South Europe Atlantic rail line) and the A150
motorway.
Salaries increased by 2.15% in 2014 (excluding exceptional
bonuses).
.

tunity to learn about the FAYAT Group and RAZEL-BEC,
and get «site feedback». The HR Department organises
round-tables addressing company values. This is a dynamic way for young recruits to take on board RAZEL-BEC’s
values.
Some 31 managers took part in the convention in 2014.
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DEVELOPING THE PROFESSIONAL SKILLS OF OUR TEAMS
Improving the professionalism of our international
teams requires developing their know-how. The Human
Resources Department aims to establish a more crossfunctional role in France and abroad.

Developing skills through the deployment of:
A broader training offer, with the «Performance» programme;
The “Passerelle” (Bridging) programme, which aims
to help employees learn new professions and support
organisational developments to meet changing market
needs.

Internal mobility, skills development and attracting new talent are all priorities for supporting
our international development.

Promoting internal professional and geographic mobility through:
The creation of a Mobility Unit aimed at every category
of staff;
The regular publication of job offers on the RAZEL-BEC
intranet. In 2015, a mobility alert will make all job opportunities available for every employee;
A worksite wind-down scheme proposing job solutions
in France and abroad.

Acknowledging company talents through:
A talent management programme which acknowledges
professional know-how;
Acknowledgement through the «Earthworks labourer»
scheme, which is a symbol of the company’s values (see
below);
Acknowledgement linked to company values, which
have been integrated in the annual appraisal interview
form this year.

The career offer
The Manager and Worker/Technician/Foreman (ETAM)
integration programme enables staff to rapidly settle
into their jobs.
The «Young Managers’ Convention» for managers
under 30 years old, with less than two years seniority
and on permanent contracts reinforces the sense of
belonging in the Group.
The annual appraisal interview enables staff to express
their desires and ambitions.
The career development interview enables staff to present a professional project.
The Performance programme (a professional development tool aimed at managers) accelerates skills
development.
International mobility gives added value to careers.
Career opportunities and promotions enable each
employee to move forward and foster versatility.
In 2014, at least 70% of managers recruited had
an interview with the Managing Director as part
of their integration programme.
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Training
Training and staff awareness of safety issues are essential
for achieving the company’s objectives. For this reason,
RAZEL-BEC has created «Hyperbole Formation» (Training
Hyperbole), a specialist organisation that provides internal
staff training on safety, as well as training for external
operators (temporary staff, sub-contractors, partners,
etc.).
A total of 2.17% of the payroll is devoted to training and 52% of the training plan focused on
safety in 2014 .
Through occupational training, RAZEL-BEC prepares the
company and every employee for the future, enabling staff
to adapt to changes in their profession and develop new
skills throughout their career.
To support the company’s strategy and development, the
investment in training is vital, in terms of the number of
employees trained, the type of training (job adaptation,
job retention and skills development) and, naturally, the
budget allocation.
The training plan has three focuses:

• Foster internal mobility
We foster training actions linked to internal mobility in
order to anticipate the overall needs of the company,
notably, those linked to departures due to retirement
or new job creations.

3/ Developing people management and
communication skills
We want to reinforce our managers’ managerial and
employee-development skills, particularly through
more effective use of annual appraisal interviews.
To meet the requirements of these 3 focus areas,
RAZEL-BEC has implemented a genuine training
curriculum for all production and project-costing
managers.
These training courses are tailored according to the
professions and profiles of the employees. They are
taught by external experts, but also draw on internal
expertise. The content takes the specific requirements
and practices of our company and professions into
account.
In 2013, 1,523 trainees followed over 23,100 hours of
training

1/ Perfecting professional skills
We must ensure our employees master existing and
future technical skills, and enable our staff to keep up
with new technologies and changes in their profession.
2/ Career and skills management
Through training, we aim to contribute to our employees’
skills development in order to:
• Promote versatility
Versatility improves our teams’ employability in the
same region or the same entity, and facilitates the
transfers that may be necessary from one operational/
support unit to another within the Group.

Overall training 2014
60%
Public Construction Work techniques

Safety

Professional efficiency

22%
7% 4% 7%
Skills development

Geo-technical studies/Software

Safety
Health and safety

57%
Various

7%
27%
Activities subject to regulations

9%
Certifications

Public Construction Work techniques
31%
Public construction work qualifications

31%
Public construction work skills

8%
Mechanics

Skills development
82%
Various

Languages

14%

4%

Environment

Professional efficiency
48%
Management

35%
Personal development

17%

Communication

Geo-technical studies/Software
97%
Softwares

3%

Geo-technical
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Establishing a labour-relations
dialogue
Labour-relations dialogue is a crucial factor for the
company’s performance. The labour-relations partners
(union delegates, Works Council, Staff Representatives
and OHS Committee) are key to establishing the
company’s social policy, notably through proposals and
collective-bargaining agreements.
The management need to understand the union climate
and how the various bodies are managed in order to
ensure effective labour-relations. As such, my role
is to establish a healthy dialogue with labour relations
partners and to advise managers and HR Directors as
regards their day-to-day management of social relations,
in order to build constructive relations with employee
representative bodies

286 active mandates in the group, 244 at Razel-Bec:

CE/CCE

100

DP

99

CHSCT

80

Delegate & union representative

79

Various (commissions, work
committee, external mandate)

60

40

30
14

22

0

Summary of time and costs devoted
to labour-relations dialogue
Razel-Bec: 30,169 hours of delegation and meetings
per year
Subsidiaries : 4,096 hours of delegation and meetings
per year.
Namely, a total of 34,265 hours of delegation and meetings a year.
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Union organisations
There are 5 unions present in the company:
FO, CGT, CFE-CGC, CFDT and UNSA
The agreements

120

20

Mélina Delbert, Labour Relations Director.

Agreements signed during the fiscal year
• Working-time savings account
• Profit-sharing
Agreements and texts applicable as at 30/09/2014:
• Working-time agreement
• Working-time savings account agreement
• Profit-sharing agreement
• Travel rules
• Occupational hardship agreement
• «Generation» agreement
• Occupational equality agreement

Equal opportunities
RAZEL-BEC undertakes to ensure equal opportunities
for all its staff. An initial series of measures aims to
reinforce gender equality :
• continuing recruitment of women in production jobs;
• identifying actions to retain female staff and build
loyalty;
• increasing efforts regarding internal promotion.
Measures have also been implemented in favour of
the employment and integration of disabled persons.

Age management
In terms of age management, the company provides
information and support to employees over 59 years old
concerning their retirement. «Retirement information»
meetings are jointly organised with the CARSAT
(French Pension and Occupational Health Office) and
PROBTP (French Mutual and Insurance Fund for the
Construction Industry) in France. In 2014, a total of 78
employees benefited from this information, i.e. nearly
40% of the employees invited.

Professional integration
As part of its equal opportunities policy, RAZEL-BEC
has deployed a professional integration scheme and
actively works to integrate young people in cities where
the company is present, through its worksites.
With the FACE 94 Club (French Foundation acting
against social exclusion) and the French National
Federation of Professional Integration Enterprises
(FNEI), the company was involved in creating an
experimental workshop concerning the «Reception
of employees on integration schemes: How to turn a
constraint into an asset for the company.»
As part of its equal opportunities policy, RAZEL-BEC
belongs to the «Fondation Agir Contre l’Exclusion»
(FACE French Foundation acting against social
exclusion) and the Passerelle 93 association (for young
people in the Saint Denis area) to help them establish
contacts with construction companies.
The initiatives deployed by these organisations
aim to prevent and combat all forms of exclusion,
discrimination and poverty by innovating and deploying
local initiatives to foster harmonious regional
development, for the benefit of all the area’s inhabitants.

Érika Maillot,
In charge of diversity.

The Disability Unit
In order to deploy its disability policy, the company created
the «Disability Unit» (Mission Handicap) in 2011, managed
by the Diversity Manager.
The Disability Unit draws on a network of disability
advisors in the offices, subsidiaries and sites. It works
closely with the occupational health services, the
occupational doctors and the network of social assistants.

Razel-Bec’s disability policy
RAZEL-BEC’s disability policy is built on a partnership
with the AGEFIPH (French national organisation in charge
of promoting assistance for disabled persons through
access to employment). To this end, a second agreement
was signed with the organisation in 2014.
Through these agreements, RAZEL-BEC has reinforced
its commitment in favour of the employment of disabled
persons. In this way, it has the resources to develop
initiatives and set firm objectives as part of an overall policy
aimed at developing the employment and integration of
disabled persons.
RAZEL-BEC’s commitment covers the following points:
• recruiting disabled workers, with priority given to work/
study contracts.;
• safeguarding the jobs of employees declared unfit for
their work or with a risk of becoming unfit for their work;
• developing purchases from companies in the «protected
and disability friendly sector» (SPSA);
• training and raising the awareness of employees in
the RAZEL-BEC Group, in order to build a long-term
environment in favour of disabled workers, with results
driven by a policy of continuous improvement
• carrying out internal and external communication
actions.
As such, in 2014, RAZEL-BEC employed 107 employees
benefiting from mandatory employment conditions 3.54%
of staff in France (gross data).
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The 2014 policy in figures:
• 577 employees took part in an awareness-raising workshop regarding disability, i.e. 23% of
the staff in France.
• 8 trainees were taken on as part of initial training
or professional reassignment schemes
• 10 employees with disabilities were recruited
on permanent contracts, fixed term contracts
or temporary-work contracts, including 2 employees from ESATs (French disability friendly
enterprises) who were seconded to the headquarters in Saclay and 2 work/study contracts.
• 9 employees benefited from adjustments to their
jobs.
• A partnership with APF (French Association for
Paralysed Persons) was signed for the purchasing of recycled ink cartridges.
• The maintenance of green spaces was subcontracted to disability friendly employment sector (SPSA) for RAZEL-BEC’s offices in Colomiers
and Perpignan.
• Company participation in 9 specialised forums.

The French national week in favour of employment for
disabled workers
The 18th national week in favour of employment for
disabled workers took place from 17 to 23 November 2014.
During this week, several national and regional initiatives
were implemented, coordinated by Agefiph. These
initiatives addressed an issue which affects 2.5 million
people in France: professional integration and job
retention for disabled persons in the private and public
sectors.
Over the course of the week, RAZEL-BEC decided to
inform its employees about different types of disability
through a communication campaign entitled «Un Jour, Un
Handicap» (A Day, A Disability). A workshop addressing
disabilities was also organised for employees at the
company headquarters.
A total of 5 disabilities were presented: hearing, visual
and mental deficiencies, disabling illnesses and troubles
linked to dyslexia, dysphasia and dyspraxia, amongst
others..

Disability unit: Razel-Bec makes an active commitment
RAZEL-BEC has pursued its commitment in favour
of disabled workers by signing a second agreement
with the AGEFIPH for 2014-2015. This new agreement
aims to reinforce and ensure the long-term effectiveness of the actions implemented since 201
1
in all the entities of the RAZEL-BEC Group.
A «Handitour» (Disability tour) has been launched in
partnership with the consulting firm Thompouss to
raise awareness about disability within the company.
Thanks to the involvement of site directors, several
awareness-raising actions have been deployed in the
field, notably on the site in Orly, the Jules Horowitz
Reactor and, shortly, in Fréjus.
The profile of the Disability Unit will soon be raised
thanks to the development of a specific area on the
company intranet, and through the distribution of a
quarterly newsletter.
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RAZEL-BEC AND THE ENVIRONMENT
RAZEL-BEC has an active policy of environmental protection. As such, as early as the 1990s, all the Group’s
companies undertook to obtain certification adapted
to their professions.
For example, several operational units implemented
processes to obtain certification for dismantling and
asbestos-removal works.
Lachaux Paysage, a subsidiary of RAZEL-BEC, has the
French «Phyto Responsable» certification. This certification has become all the more important in view of
new regulations that require companies to be certified
in order to apply phyto-sanitary products.
Our quarry operations have integrated the sustainable
development process of the environmental guidelines
for extractive industries.
In 2014, 70% of our French entities were ISO 14001
certified. Our goal in 2015 is to obtain ISO 14001 certification for all the offices in the Southern France Region.
RAZEL-BEC also has several entities whose operations
are directly linked to protecting the environment :
• COTEG and GTTP work in the field of soil depollution.
• BS Environnement is a waste-sorting centre.
• Étanchéité-Biogaz-Lixiviat ensures the conformity of
technical landfill centres, dams, etc.
• SIRFIA designs and produces water-treatment
centres using plant-and reed filters.
To manage awareness-raising schemes and risk prevention, and to guarantee compliance with environmental requirements, the Safety, Health, Environment
and Quality Department draws on a network of Health,
Safety, Environment and Quality coordinators.

Daniel Soldini,
Safety Health Environment
Quality Director.

Integration of environmental issues
RAZEL-BEC has implemented a management
system and organisational structure, supported
by the appropriate resources, in order to reduce
the impact of its operations on the environment as
much as possible, by reducing construction materials, waste, water and energy consumption.
RAZEL-BEC attaches great importance to carrying
out works in synergy with its customers, partners
and stakeholders (local residents, environmental
organisations, associations, etc.).

The Maubourguet gravel quarry (Hautes-Pyrénées, France) has the certificate 4 (top level) for
its compliance with the extractive industries environmental guidelines. These guidelines are built on
an environmental improvement process aimed at
controlling environmental impacts and developing
consultation and communication with local officials
and residents.
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INFORMING AND RAISING THE AWARENESS
OF OUR EMPLOYEES ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
When arriving on site, staff have a specific induction
session to provide information and raise their
awareness about environmental issues, and the
organisation and resources that have been decided
upon for completing the project. Awareness-raising
meetings are regularly organised during worksite
operations in order to remind staff about the
information as the project progresses.
Internal documents and tools (information sheets,
posters, signs, etc.) are used in addition to staff training
courses and information meetings about environmental
protection on our worksites, in our materials depots
and quarries.

Noise pollution
Work operations often produce noise, essentially linked
to the use of vehicles, machines and site materials
needed for earthworks, materials handling, drilling
and supplies.
When the works are conducted in cities, near homes or
areas and establishments that are sensitive to noise,
this can be a significant issue.
In order to reduce the effects of noise pollution,
sensitive areas are identified before the start of works,
and taken into account when organising the site and
schedule of operations.
A communication campaign, fliers and signs are
sometimes deployed in sensitive areas or urban zones
in order to inform the residents about noisy work
phases beforehand, and to involve them in the planning
of the works, if possible.

RISK PREVENTION DURING RIVER WORKS
RAZEL-BEC often wins contracts involving operations
on or near waterways. We provide specific support
for these operations, in close collaboration with local
environmental associations. The aim is to adapt the
measure to be implemented to the specific waterways
concerned, in order to safeguard all ecological
functions linked to the waterway during and after the
work.
Before any operations, all operating and execution
procedures are presented with the support of the
competent services (MISE [French regional water
management authority], etc.). In particular, this
concerns the creation of pipe passages or fords for
site tracks, the organisation of precautionary fishing
operations, the temporary deviation of waterways,
temporary anti-pollution systems, the potential
adjustment of certain structures linked to new technical
constraints, etc.
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Sustainable use of resources and raw materials
Further to the objectives of the Convention d’Engagement
Volontaire (CEV [Voluntary Commitment Agreement])
established in 2009, the practices employed on our
worksites aim to take advantage of inert materials present
on site, in order to reduce the need for gravel materials
extracted from quarries. Soils that go through a specific
treatment (sifting, treatment with lime or hydraulic binding
agents, etc.) can be re-used directly on the site for backfilling trenches, capping layers or technical backfilling,
hence reducing the extraction requirements.
Demolition materials from sites are recovered and
recycled in our specific centres.
When the performance levels are equivalent, we

recommend the use of recycled materials to our Project
Owners and Prime Contractors.
Optimising the movement of earth has always been a key
concern for our site managers in order to reduce transport
distances and hence fuel and energy consumption.
In addition, this contributes to reducing the number of
miles covered on public roads (environmental and safety
aspects) and optimising the re-use of inactive materials
on site. If needs be, the materials are removed and sent
to a recycling plant or storage depot.
We also systematically study how to reduce transport
distances for supplies entering the site.

With a view to significantly reducing the impact of its earthworks
operations on the environment, the company contributes to studies
organised by the French Sustainable Development Commission
of Earthworks Operators (SPTF) which is in charge of supervising
that the commitments set out in the Convention d’Engagement
Volontaire in 2009 are respected.

The DEMETER tool
In 2014, in order to optimise this process, the
company developed a software package for studying
the transport and movement of earth (minimum
transport distances, consideration for constraints,
forced phases, etc.) With a view to significantly
reducing the impact of its earthworks operations on
the environment, the company contributes to studies
organised by the French Sustainable Development
Commission of Earthworks Operators (SPTF) which
is in charge of supervising that the commitments set
out in the Convention d’Engagement Volontaire in 2009
are respected.

Waste collection
Our objective is to reduce waste destruction to a
minimum and to constantly seek to optimise waste
(on or off site) through recycling, re-use or treatment.
A total of 65% of inert waste and 6% of non-hazardous
waste generated by our operations in 2014 was
recycled or treated.
One of the company’s goals is to increase the amount of
waste that is recycled. We encourage targeted actions
and best practices that enable us to reduce the volume
of waste produced on our worksites and in our offices.
An information sheet on waste-sorting is distributed
and a specific 15-minute session is devoted to this issue
on our worksites.
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Responsible water consumption on our worksites
Earthwork operations require large quantities of water.
From a technical point of view, this is justified, for
example for compacting materials in order to avoid
any deformation of the future structures. Water is also
used to stop dust rising from site tracks and being dispersed in the neighbouring environment, for safety reasons and to reduce potential disturbances.
RAZEL-BEC monitors the water consumption of its
operations. In 2014, we consumed 74,840m3 of priced
water.
When possible on site, we create temporary basins to
collect rainwater and drainage water. These systems
enable us to re-use the water on site for technical watering operations, track watering, vehicle and equipment
washing, etc. An operating method has been established to ensure optimum sizing of these systems.

Tools and documents were developed to raise our
staff’s awareness about responsible water consumption. The subject and the relevant tools were presented
to staff at regular information meetings organised on
the worksite.
The recycling of water from site processes is also
encouraged when the type of work and the site organisation make it possible.

Water consumption in the Tabellout dam
6,194,237m3 of water were used in 2014 on the
Tabellout dam worksite in Algeria.
Around 4. 5 million cubic metres were required
to clean the granulates extracted on site in order
to re-use them for making the concrete for the
structure. The decision to use materials present
on site enabled us to reduce the truck deliveries
that would have been necessary for supplying the
construction materials for the dam, and hence
reduce fuel consumption and green-house gas
emissions.
The rest of the water was used:
• For watering tracks to control dust;
• As a supplement for RCC and CVC;
• To wash machines, vehicles and equipment;
• To supply the site lavatories and camps, since
the site was not connected to a water network.
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Water consumption in the Tabellout dam
Reduce our consumptions of fuel
One of the main priorities of our environmental policy
is to reduce our energy consumption.
Several areas of improvement have been targeted, with
a view to supervising and reducing fuel consumption,
particularly non-road diesel, the main source of greenhouse gas emissions from our operations in France.
The company’s design engineers seek alternative solutions to road transport according to the specific characteristics of each project: river transport, conveyor
systems, etc.
Our objective in 2015 is to monitor and consolidate
our energy consumption in France and abroad using
specific software. The development of IT tools began
in 2014 and they will be deployed in 2015 in order to
improve our energy consumption tracking. This new
method will ensure more reliable monitoring of our
real consumption as of 2016.
Energy audits conducted in 2015 will enable us to finetune our action plans.

Optimising electricity consumption
Reducing electricity consumption means optimising
consumption in our buildings and facilities.
Our objective in 2015 is to improve our consumption tracking in France and abroad using specific software. The

The use of barges
Within the framework of the improvement of the
high-speed rail network in Orly and the construction of a building for the French Minister of Justice,
COTEG, a subsidiary of RAZEL-BEC, was commissioned to carry out the earthworks and the management and evacuation of polluted earth.
With depollution operations taking place on the
banks of the Seine, the transport of evacuated materials and backfill materials was done
through river transport
A total of 140,000 tonnes of materials were evacuated by barge, thereby reducing the use of
trucks (equivalent of 5,600 semi-trailers with 25
T payloads). This reduced fuel consumption, as
well as disturbances for local residents and road
users.

development of IT tools began in 2014 and they will be
deployed in 2015. This will ensure more reliable monitoring of our real consumption as of 2016.
An audit of our energy consumption will be conducted in
2015 in order to identify areas of improvement in terms of
energy performance in RAZEL-BEC’s offices and sites.
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Monitoring greenhouse gas emissions
A three-year GHG balance
RAZEL-BEC took part in the research conducted by
the French National Federation of Construction Work
(FNTP) which led to the development of the OMEGA
TP software package. This software measures greenhouse gas emissions that are specific to the operations
of construction companies.
The FNTP also fixed ambitious objectives concerning
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and energy
consumption in the Convention d’Engagement Volontaire (2009). RAZEL-BEC supports these initiatives and
conducted an audit of its greenhouse gas emissions
in 2013. The greenhouse gas emissions for the scope
taken into account were estimated at 20,514 Te CO2 in
2013. The audit covered perimeters 1 and 2 and operations for which the company has operational control.
Since this audit is to be conducted every three years, a
second assessment will be made in 2016.
The audit of greenhouse gas emissions can be downloaded from the RAZEL-BEC website. : http://www.
razel-bec.com/fr/ lentre-prise_lentreprise_developpementdurable.html
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Improving our motor pool
Following the initial audit, an action plan was deployed in the company in order to reduce emissions.
Consequently, to control fuel consumption when vehicles are ticking over, we decided to equip part of our
equipment fleet with Start and Stop systems, which
cut the engine automatically when it is at a standstill
for more than a few minutes. Our goal is equip 15% of
our fleet in 2016.
Because we are concerned about emissions, the company has implemented the indicator developed by the
French Union of Earthworks Operators (SPTF) which
measures the theoretical consumption (in litres) in
relation to the work performed (in KWh) by our fleet of
earthworks vehicles. The indicator allows us to track
the overall energy performance of our equipment fleet
and fuel consumption ratios, whatever the operational
context.
Between 2013 and 2014, we observed an overall improvement of almost 8%, since the consumption indicator
decreased from 0.13l/h/kW to 0.12l/h/kW, even though
the number of machines increased!

Protecting biodiversity
Identify the major issues on site
As early as the 1990s, the company was taking regional biodiversity into consideration on its worksites, for
example the protection of wet-lands when building the
Scardon viaduct in the middle of the 1990s.
Today, this issue is systematically integrated when preparing and organising our worksites. This approach
takes into account all issues linked to natural areas,
the presence of protected plants and wildlife, and areas
of particular ecological interest, in order to meet our
customers’ and partners’ requirements, and fulfil our
sustainable development commitments.
When planning and carrying out work, the primary
objective is to avoid any impact on the natural environment. When necessary, we deploy the requisite
resources to reduce impacts to a minimum in order
to safeguard biodiversity.

Marking and signposting
When a vulnerable ecological area with protected
wildlife and plants is identified near our worksites, it
is signposted and secured in order to protect it during
the work operations. Before work begins, a temporary
fence is installed around areas of particular ecological interest or with protected wildlife or plants. Site
staff are made aware of the significance of these areas

thanks to information panels, adapted to the ecological
issues of each protected area. 15-minute awarenessraising meetings are also organised as regards why
these areas need to be protected.
Liaison with nature conservation associations
Our aim is to reduce the impact of our worksites on
the natural environment as much as possible. Potential impacts are identified before any work begins and
protection measures are decided upon in partnership
with professionals and nature conservation associations on the site (DREAL [regional directorate for
urban planning and housing], ONEMA [National office
for water and aquatic environments], Fishing Federations, ONCFS, [National Office for hunting and wildlife],
etc.). The actions can also be conducted in conjunction
with these partners: electrofishing to move fish in the
event of river work, moving protected plants, creation
of refuges for snakes or barriers for amphibious animals, etc.
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Lachaux Paysage landscapes Roland Garros
In partnership with the landscapers Frédéric-Charles
Aillet, Raphaël Favory and Pierre Sarrien from SEMPERVIRENS, and in association with ACD Girardet Architects, Lachaux Paysage, a subsidiary of RAZEL-BEC,
contributed to the creation of new gardens at Roland
Garros for the 2014 tournament.
The selection of plants chosen was primarily made
up of indigenous plants from the Paris area, in order
to reinforce the site’s biodiversity. The plants used included grasses such as Deschampsia cespitosa and
Taxus baccata yews, which were grown in a nursery
in the west of France The plants are pruned once or
twice a year. The mulching material is partly made of
crushed brick (which is reminiscent of the clay courts)
and bio-degradable fabric, which will disappear completely in two years when the plants are totally settled.
This project is in line with the company’s philosophy
of creating gardens mainly made up of wild plants, to
reduce maintenance of green spaces and reinforce
biodiversity and indigenous local plants.
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Customer satisfaction and project accept
Ensuring customer satisfaction is a priority for the
company. At the same time, Razel-Bec systematically
seeks to improve the acceptability of its worksites in
their environment by:
• identifying disturbances (noise, vibrations, dust pollution, impact on traffic flow, etc.) ;
• identifying the different stakeholders in the projects
(local authorities, associations, shop-keepers, public
facilities, utility managers, residents, users, etc.) and
how they interact;
• organising consultation meetings early on to inform
stakeholders and answer their questions,
• developing action plans to reduce the impacts identified.
On the site of the viaduct for the Rennes underground,
Razel-Bec has implemented the principles of what is
known as an «impact mitigation» worksite, using an
organisational system and methods that should significantly reduce disturbances and increase acceptability.

tance
«Impact mitigation» project for work package 4
of the Rennes Underground
Disturbance mitigation and management
The position of Impact-Mitigation Manager was
created on the Rennes Underground worksite.
Impact-mitigation involves reducing the urban and
environmental disturbances of the worksite.
The site’s Impact Mitigation Manager is in charge of
monitoring disturbances and applying measures to
control them. The manager is also responsible for
managing relations with local stakeholders
(residents, companies and/or institutions) and
other work packages for the project. The principle
of mitigation has meant minimal day-to-day impact
and disturbances during the construction of the
support pillars and the installation of the deck. Regular communication was established with the various stakeholders (INSA, EDF, ORANGE, CROUS,
High-school, KEOLIS, STAR, etc.) and notably with
regional authorities as regards changes to traffic
flow and public parking. The various countervailing
measures (detours, signs, etc.) were implemented
before the start of the works concerned.
All requests from interested parties are recorded
in a specific register and dealt with as soon as possible.

Testimony

Disturbance mitigation
and communication

Déborah Cloison, Impact Mitigation Manager
The Impact Mitigation Manager is in charge
of relations with the organisations responsible for
issuing authorisations and with the companies and
institutions involved in joint operations. This notably
involves explaining how operations will be conducted, how the site will be cleaned and finished off,
the occupation period and any related modifications, in order to facilitate the roll-out of operations.
Constant contact is maintained with the Rennes
Underground Communications Department. Information about work in progress (plans, lead-times,
etc.) is transmitted to the department so that local
residents and companies remain informed about
operations. Information is given to stakeholders by
email or by distributing fliers and documents. All
communication (whether signs, posters or worksite hoarding) uses the graphic style guide provided
by Rennes Métropole.
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RAZEL-BEC ACTIVELY WORKS WITH REGIONS
Social policy in Africa
The company has been present in Africa since 1948.
Our African operations cover every type of project.
We create jobs while ensuring training, occupational
safety and technology transfers. We aim to integrate
the company into the local environment, with a strong
focus on sustainability and developing the potential of
local human resources.
97% of our international employees are African.

Laurent Chauvel,
Executive Director in charge
of International Africa Division.

The quality of our completed structures and work meet
the expectations and requirements of our customers.
We constantly seek to deliver total customer satisfaction, but also to organise our worksite projects so as
to take into account the specific needs and constraints
of the local community and area.
The company’s worksites can have a direct impact on
local social and economic life. Our projects require
hiring local labour, identifying local suppliers, managing waste, and maintaining the infrastructures used.
Through our worksites and practices, we seek to
create economic value that is directly distributed in
local society, including operational costs, donations,
investment in favour of local communities. We are
financially and operationally involved in organisations
and associations that promote diversity, equal opportunities, education, health, environmental protections,
etc. These themes reflect the company’s core values.

Mohamadou Bachirou, laboratory operator on a cameroonian buiding site.
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TO FOSTER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the social policy :
RAZEL-BEC’s international human-resources policy
specifically aims to reconcile three objectives:
• to hire staff with the requisite skills ;
• to successfully complete our site projects;
• to develop vocational skills and to ensure employees
remain in the company.
We implemented three initiatives in 2014:
• A high-level social protection scheme (reimbursement of medical costs, health insurance and supplementary pension scheme). In 2014, 50 employees
in our African subsidiaries benefited from this supplementary pension scheme. The objective is to have 150
employees registered in 2015. The aim of this social
protection scheme is to retain qualified staff and to
enable the employees’ families to benefit from access
to health-care services in the best possible conditions.
The supplementary pension scheme enables beneficiaries to invest in small projects when they retire
(agriculture, trade, light industry, etc.). This can have a
significant social and economic impact in the regions
in which the beneficiaries establish their business.
• The development policy (skills management, staff
training, etc.) implemented in our African subsidiaries. For example, in 2014, we launched a training
centre specialising in the field of mechanics in Douala

in Cameroon.
• The opening of Razel-Bec International (RBI), a
subsidiary that employs staff from countries in which
we are no longer or not yet present. The subsidiary
employed 35 staff in 2014 and the aim is to increase
that number to 100 in 2015.
RAZEL-BEC believes that the company can only achieve
long-term sustainability by contributing to the socioeconomic development of the countries in which we are
present, or the countries whose nationals we employ.

Targeting training
The RAZEL-BEC Group aims to consolidate its position
in Cameroon by establishing a training centre devoted
to the field of mechanics. Over the next 2 years, the
centre will train two hundred of our employees from
African countries in which the Group is present, providing them with genuine vocational skills. In 2015, the
centre also plans to launch a vocational training programme for site vehicle operators.

Number of training hours from April to September 2014:
• 1,015 hours in mechanics
• 946 hours in site-vehicle operation
Figures for the current fiscal year
• 1,002 hours in mechanics for 50 trainees
• 846 in site-vehicle operation for 63 trainees
Forecast for 2015 fiscal year: 10,603 hours
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Promoting education and supporting schools
A new social initiative in Cameroon
The College for Technical Industrial and Commercial
Training (CETIC) in Makénéné (located near the RAZEL
quarry) was established in a difficult economic environment, which meant the government of Cameroon was
unable to provide all the requisite resources for the
facility’s proper operation. The building had no electricity, which was a real handicap for the school’s 500
pupils and the dozen teachers who worked there.
Convinced that it should help, RAZEL funded a 12km
extension of the electricity network and installed a
three-phase meter. The project was conducted by a
local company, in accordance with RAZEL-BEC CSR
policy in Cameroon.

The limits we used to have in terms of conducting practical work in classes have disappeared. The
installation of this three-phase system will enable us
to provide our students with comprehensive training,
particularly those specialising in electrical facilities. We
will be able to teach practically all the IT, office software
and CAD courses on the programme.
The Governing Board of CETIC in Makénéné.

Support for the College for Construction Work’s
in the Ivory Coast

New laboratory equipment for the school
The «Institut National Polytechnique Houphouet Boigny» is made up of several schools, including the College for Construction Works (ESTP) of Yamoussoukro,
which trains engineers in Civil Engineering, Building
and Construction Work. As part of the programme, the
students are trained to conduct geo-technical tests.
Since the equipment was out-dated, RAZEL decided to
provide the school with new laboratory equipment, in
order to enable practical workshops to be performed
in the best conditions.
And the renovation of a lecture theatre
RAZEL also decided to help the school by renovating a
lecture theatre: painting of the structures, roof repairs,
installation of air-conditioning and other minor works.

Support for schools built in Africa
Over the last few years, the company has been involved
in building nursery/primary schools for the children
of local residents and employees in districts near the
company’s quarry in N’kométou.
For the end-of-year celebrations in 2014, the management of RAZEL CAMEROUN organised Christmas tree
parties for the children in these schools.
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Combating illiteracy
As part of its social initiatives, RAZEL- BEC supports Le
bouquin volant (Flying book) association. The association’s mission is to combat illiteracy and to develop the
French language abroad. It collects and reconditions
books which are then distributed and made available
free of charge to schools, colleges, universities, libraries, training centres or private individuals. RAZELBEC decided to support this project by identifying local
needs in countries in which the company is based, and
by funding the shipment and distribution of the books.
As such, some 3,600 selected books were shipped
to Cameroon for a primary school and to create a site

Albert-Louis Mathieu, Founder of the Association, Arlette Vasseur, Responsible of African division, Laurent Chauvel, Managing Director of Razel-Bec,
Arnaud de Chezelles, Representative of advanced education

library for company employees and their families.
Providing access to knowledge is one of the Group’s
main CSR focuses. In 2015, this partnership will be
pursued in Congo Brazzaville.
The association and the company’s headquarters in
Saclay also organised a book collecting day. Thanks to
this initiative, 920 books were collected for the association.
The day was a great success for us! To give you
an idea of its significance, the number of books

we received today is equivalent to the volume we collect in all three markets at Levallois-Perret., explains
Albert-Louis Mathieu, the Chairman and founder of
the association. The books will be sorted and then
shipped out according to requests from different
countries. We have distributed almost 1 million books
around the world!» he says.
Albert-Louis Mathieu,
Founder of the Association.
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RAZEL-BEC contributes to local development
Water for Lopopomo and the surrounding area
In Africa, access to drinking water is a major problem,
which has a significant impact on local populations.
In the village of Lopopomo in Cameroon, the drilling of
a 60m-deep well has enabled the medical clinic to have
clean water to provide quality health-care services.
It also means the children from the village’s primary
school no longer need to walk 10 or 12km to draw drinking water from a well.

We hope (../) this wonderful project is the just
the beginning of a long-term civic partnership which
will engrave this great company in the minds of the
local populations of La Lékié as a model in terms of
investment in sustainable development
Cécile Epondo Fouda, Member of Parliament, at the
inauguration of the RAZEL drilling project.

Awareness-raising schemes for local populations
Educating children about road safety
Where a road passes, development follows… To prevent accidents along the roads it builds, Razel decided
to organise educational sessions with pupils in primary
and secondary schools in the district of Ba-foussam
in Cameroon.
The children were reminded about basic road safety
principles and made aware of the dangers of not respecting the highway code. There were informed about
how to behave as regards other users on the road.
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This project was a great success thanks to the active involvement of the African Research and Support Centre
for Development and the Environment (CARADE), the
Cameroon Ministry of Construction Works, the prime
contractor and the heads of the schools.
Following this educational session, road-safety information panels were installed in each of the schools
concerned. Road-safety messages aimed at drivers
were displayed on banners.

Forums in schools
Meeting students

Every year, RAZEL-BEC takes on several dozen
interns in several professions: site management,
project pricing, management control methods,
QSE coordination, etc.
In order to meet candidates and to present
the internship areas available, the Human Resources Department takes part in many events
(forums, internship meetings, lectures, etc.)
including a dozen forums around France.
RAZEL-BEC is also a partner of the «COSI» (Organising Committee of Induction Seminars), the
induction seminar for the École Supérieure des
Travaux Publics (ESTP [College for Construction
Works]) and, with the FAYAT Group, the École
Stéphanie Marie, Human Resources Direction, and Julie Lacomme, Price Engineer,
welcoming recent graduates during ETP forum.
Centrale Paris (Option: Urban Planning and Sustainable Construction).
This year, the first meeting of the year has already been held with students of the Specialised Master’s programme in «Civil Engineering for Major Energy Structures».
RAZEL-BEC is a partner to this Master’s degree which was created in 2010 by the École Centrale Paris and
the École des Ponts ParisTech.
The signing of an agreement has enabled us to provide funding for several students’ educational fees. Several
student events will also take place around the country during the year (site visits, meeting forum, presentation
of the company in lecture halls, etc.).

Glossary
3D/OT: Sustainable Development and Cross-functional Organisation Department
AGEFIPH: French national organisation in charge of
promoting assistance for disabled persons through
access to employment
AIFICI: International Association for Women in the
Ivory Coast
APF: French Association for Paralysed Persons
CARSAT: French Pension and Occupational Health
Office
CEV: Voluntary Commitment Agreement for companies involved in the design, production and maintenance of roads, infrastructures and urban green
spaces (March 2009)
CFE-CGC: A French trade union
CGT: A French trade union
CHSCT: Comité d’hygiène de sécurité et des conditions de travail
COSI: Organising Committee of Induction Seminars
for the Construction Works College
CSR: Corporate Social Responsibility
DGCOA: Civil Engineering Department
DGPE: Major Projects/Export Department

DIAF: International Department for Africa
DIL: Linear Infrastructures Department
DRN: Northern Regions Department
DRS: Southern Regions Department
FNTP: French National Federation of Construction
Work
FO: A French trade union
GES: Greenhouse gas
GCNS: Nuclear Engineering and Services
GRI: Global Reporting Initiative
MISE: French regional water management authority
NGO: Non Governmental Organisation
OHS COMMITTEE: Occupational Health and Safety
Committee
OPPBTP: Trade Association for Risk Prevention in
Building and Construction Works
QSE: Quality, Safety and Environment
SPSA: Disability-friendly employment sector
SPTF: French Union of Earthworks Operators
UNICEM: French National Union for Quarries and
Construction Materials
UNSA: National union of independent trade unions
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Social indicators
23/02/15
Capacity and expertise
Percentage of payroll devoted to train¬ing
2013
2014
Number of people trained
2013
2014
Hours of training
2013
2014
Hours of safety training
2013
2014
Hours of environment/quality training
2013
2014
Hours of technical/skills training
2013
2014
Personnel (excl. local personnel in export markets)
Total staff and geographical breakdown
2013
2014
Staff of permanent contracts
2013
2014
Staff on full-time site contracts
2013
2014
Staff on fixed-term contracts
2013
2014
Managers
2013
2014
Employees/Technicians/Foremen (ETAM)
2013
2014
Workers
2013
2014
Female workers
2013
2014
Female executives
2013
2014
Female managers (excl. executives)
2013
2014
Male managers (excl. executives)
2013
2014
Female ETAM
2013
2014
Male ETAM
2013
2014
Female workers
2013
2014
Male workers
2013
2014
Staff under 30 years old
2013
2014
Staff between 30 et 50 yrs old
2013
2014
Staff over 50 yrs old
2013
2014
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Employment
Number of new hires
2013
2014
Number of new permanent contracts
2013
2014
Number of new full-time site contracts
2013
2014
Number of new fixed term contracts
2013
2014
Number of redundancies
2013
2014
Absenteeism rate
2013
2014
Percentage of managers with integration interview
2013
2014
Remuneration
Gross payroll
2013
2014
Percentage increases (excl. local)
2013
2014
Health and Safety
TF1
2013
2014
TG
2013
2014
Labour relations
Hours of delegation and meetings with ERBs (in h)
2013
2014
Number of active mandates
2013
2014
Number of applicable agreements
2013
2014
Diversity
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2013
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Environmental indicators
24/02/15
Certifications
Percentage of environmental certifications/Turnover
2013
2014
Percentage of safety certifications/Turnover
2013
2014
Percentage of quality certifications/Turnover
2013
2014
Waste
Inert waste (T)
2013
2014
Non-hazardous waste (T)
2013
2014
Hazardous waste (T)
2013
2014
Recycled waste (T)
2013
2014
Non-hazardous recocered waste (%)
2013
2014
Consumption of natural resources
Water consumed subject to pricing (m3)
2013
2014
Water consumed - total (m3)
2013
2014
Electricity (kWh)
2013
2014
Total fuel (L)
2013
2014
Non-road diesel (L)
2013
2014
Diesel (L)
2013
2014
Petrol (L)
2013
2014
Fuel (L)
2013
2014
Natural gas (kWh PCS)
2013
2014
Energy policy
Vehicles equipped with STOP and START option
2013
2014
Greenhouse gases
Greenhouse gas emissions (TeC02)
2013
2014
Materials transported by river (T)
2013
2014
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